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Whichwood Ember
The thrilling sequel to S.J. Kincaid’s New York Times bestselling novel, The Diabolic, which
TeenVogue.com called “the perfect kind of high-pressure adventure.” It’s a new day in the
Empire. Tyrus has ascended to the throne with Nemesis by his side and now they can find a new
way forward—one where they don’t have to hide or scheme or kill. One where creatures like
Nemesis will be given worth and recognition, where science and information can be shared with
everyone and not just the elite. But having power isn’t the same thing as keeping it, and change
isn’t always welcome. The ruling class, the Grandiloquy, has held control over planets and
systems for centuries—and they are plotting to stop this teenage Emperor and Nemesis, who is
considered nothing more than a creature and certainly not worthy of being Empress. Nemesis
will protect Tyrus at any cost. He is the love of her life, and they are partners in this new
beginning. But she cannot protect him by being the killing machine she once was. She will have
to prove the humanity that she’s found inside herself to the whole Empire—or she and Tyrus
may lose more than just the throne. But if proving her humanity means that she and Tyrus must
do inhuman things, is the fight worth the cost of winning it?
Reveal Me HarperCollins
Juliette can kill with a touch--will she wield her power for
good, or will it turn her into the monster she's always feared
she truly is? Find out in the New York Times and USA Today
bestselling Shatter Me series--all six novels are now available
in this paperback box set! One touch is all it takes. One touch,
and Juliette Ferrars can bring a grown man to his knees, begging
for mercy. One touch, and she can kill. No one knows why Juliette
has such incredible power. It feels like a curse, like too great
a burden for one person alone to bear. But The Reestablishment
sees her as an opportunity. As a deadly weapon. And they'll stop
at nothing to shape her into what they want. Juliette has never
fought for herself before. But when she's reunited with the one
person who ever cared about her, she finds a strength she never
knew she had.

The Awakening Harpercollins Childrens Books
"Thanks to Connor, Lev, and Risa, and their high-profile revolt at Happy Jack Harvest
Camp, people can no longer turn a blind eye to unwinding. Ridding society of
troublesome teens and, in the same stroke, providing much-needed tissues for
transplant might be convenient, but its morality has finally been brought into question.
However, unwinding has become big business, and there are powerful political and
corporate interests that want to see it not only continue, but expand, allowing the
unwinding of prisoners and the impoverished. Cam is a teen who does not exist. He is
made entirely out of the parts of other unwinds. Cam, a 21st century Frankenstein,
struggles with a search for identity and meaning, as well as the concept of his own soul,
if indeed a rewound being can have one. When a sadistic bounty hunter who takes
"trophies" from the unwinds he captures starts to pursue Connor, Risa and Lev, Cam
finds his fate inextricably bound with theirs"--
A Need So Beautiful HarperCollins
Mafi invites readers on a dark and lush new adventure about a girl who is fated to wash the bodies of the dead in
this companion to her "New York Times" bestseller "Furthermore."
Unravel Me Harper Collins
A Brooklyn eighth-grader nicknamed Antsy befriends the Schwa, an "invisible-ish" boy who is tired of
blending into his surroundings and going unnoticed by nearly everyone.
The Fates Divide Scholastic UK
Perfect for fans of Tahereh Mafi's New York Times bestselling Shatter Me trilogy, this book collects her two
companion novellas, Fracture Me and Destroy Me, in print for the first time ever. It also features an exclusive look into
Juliette's journal and a preview of Ignite Me, the hotly anticipated final novel of the series. Destroy Me tells the events
between Shatter Me and Unravel Me from Warner's point of view. Even though Juliette shot him in order to escape,
Warner can't stop thinking about her—and he'll do anything to get her back. But when the Supreme Commander of
The Reestablishment arrives, he has much different plans for Juliette. Plans Warner cannot allow. Fracture Me is told
from Adam's perspective and bridges the gap between Unravel Me and Ignite Me. As the Omega Point rebels prepare
to fight the Sector 45 soldiers, Adam's more focused on the safety of Juliette, Kenji, and his brother. The
Reestablishment will do anything to crush the resistance . . . including killing everyone Adam cares about. The Shatter
Me series is perfect for fans who crave action-packed young adult novels with tantalizing romance like Divergent and
The Hunger Games. This captivating story, which combines the best of dystopian and paranormal, was praised as "a
thrilling, high-stakes saga of self-discovery and forbidden love" by Ransom Riggs, bestselling author of Miss
Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children.
Shatter Me Series Paperback Box Set Unravel Me
'A fast-paced, riveting read, with writing that leaps off the page and one of the most compelling magic systems I've
encountered in years, this is a must for fantasy fans!' Natasha Ngan, Girls of Paper and Fire A MAN MARKED BY
MAGIC. A WOMAN MARKED BY HER PAST. On the other side of the Shadowpass, rebellion is brewing and
refugees have begun to trickle into the city at the edge of the world. Looming high on the cliff is The Nest, a fortress full
of mages who offer protection, but also embody everything the rebellion is fighting against: a strict hierarchy based on
magic abilities. When Isha arrives as a refugee, she attempts to fit in amongst the other mages, but her Kher tattoo
brands her as an outcast. She can't remember her past or why she has the tattoo. All she knows is that she survived. She
doesn't intend to give up now. Tatters, who wears the golden collar of a slave, knows that this rebellion is different
from past skirmishes. He was once one of the rebels, and technically, they still own him. He plans to stay in the
shadows, until Isha appears in his tavern. He's never seen a human with a tattoo, and the markings look eerily familiar .
. . As the rebellion carves a path of destruction towards the city, an unlikely friendship forms between a man trying to
escape his past and a woman trying to uncover hers, until their secrets threaten to tear them apart. The Collarbound
hooks from the opening page and will appeal to fans of magical, brink-of-war settings, like that of The Poppy War and

The City of Brass. 'Zahabi deftly creates a fully-realized and richly described world, providing a quiet yet striking
exploration of the way inequality and injustice often serve as the bedrock of systems of power' M. J. Kuhn, author of
Among Thieves 'Oh, my heart! What an imaginative plot! What fantastic writing! What awesome characters! And what
an incredible world!' NetGalley Reviewer 'Beautifully wrought dark fantasy' NetGalley Reviewer
Shadow Me Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR)
Juliette and Warner’s story continues in the thrilling fifth installment of Tahereh Mafi’s New York Times
bestselling Shatter Me series. Juliette Ferrars isn’t who she thinks she is. Nothing in her world is what it seemed. She
thought she’d finally defeated the Reestablishment. She thought she’d finally taken control of her life, her power,
and her pain. But Juliette has only just begun to unravel a lifetime of lies, and she finds herself faced with a familiar
choice: Be a weapon. Or be a warrior. This time, she’s not alone. Stronger, braver, and more resilient than ever,
Juliette will fight for life and love with her friends by her side—but first, she has to survive the war being waged against
her mind: She has to remember who she was. Narrated by Juliette, Warner, and Kenji Kishimoto, this gripping novel
perfectly sets the stage for the highly anticipated forthcoming conclusion to the Shatter Me series.
The Schwa was Here Penguin
The gripping first installment in New York Times bestselling author Tahereh Mafi’s Shatter Me series. One
touch is all it takes. One touch, and Juliette Ferrars can leave a fully grown man gasping for air. One touch,
and she can kill. No one knows why Juliette has such incredible power. It feels like a curse, a burden that one
person alone could never bear. But The Reestablishment sees it as a gift, sees her as an opportunity. An
opportunity for a deadly weapon. Juliette has never fought for herself before. But when she’s reunited with
the one person who ever cared about her, she finds a strength she never knew she had. And don’t miss Defy
Me, the shocking fifth book in the Shatter Me series!
Restore Me HarperCollins
The thrilling second installment in New York Times bestselling author Tahereh Mafi’s Shatter Me series. It
should have taken Juliette a single touch to kill Warner. But his mysterious immunity to her deadly power has
left her shaken, wondering why her ultimate defense mechanism failed against the person she most needs
protection from. She and Adam were able to escape Warner’s clutches and join up with a group of rebels,
many of whom have powers of their own. Juliette will finally be able to actively fight against The
Reestablishment and try to fix her broken world. And perhaps these new allies can help her shed light on the
secret behind Adam’s—and Warner’s—immunity to her killer skin. Juliette’s world is packed with high-
stakes action and tantalizing romance, perfect for fans of the Red Queen series by Victoria Aveyard and the
Darkest Minds trilogy by Alexandra Bracken. Ransom Riggs, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Miss
Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children, raved: "A thrilling, high-stakes saga of self-discovery and forbidden
love, the Shatter Me series is a must-read for fans of dystopian young-adult literature—or any literature!"
Don’t miss Restore Me, the electrifying fourth installment of this New York Times bestselling series,
available now!
Shatter Me Series 6-Book Box Set HarperCollins
The heart-stopping third installment in the New York Times bestselling Shatter Me series, which Ransom
Riggs, author of Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children and Hollow City, called "a thrilling, high-
stakes saga of self-discovery and forbidden love." With Omega Point destroyed, Juliette doesn't know if the
rebels, her friends, or even Adam are alive. But that won't keep her from trying to take down The
Reestablishment once and for all. Now she must rely on Warner, the handsome commander of Sector 45.
The one person she never thought she could trust. The same person who saved her life. He promises to help
Juliette master her powers and save their dying world . . . but that's not all he wants with her. The Shatter Me
series is perfect for fans who crave action-packed young adult novels with tantalizing romance like Divergent
by Veronica Roth, The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins, and Legend by Marie Lu. Tahereh Mafi has
created a captivating and original story that combines the best of dystopian and paranormal and was praised
by Publishers Weekly as "a gripping read from an author who's not afraid to take risks." Don’t miss Defy
Me, the shocking fifth book in the Shatter Me series!
Shatter Me, Unravel Me, Ignite Me, Restore Me, Defy Me, Imagine Me Electric Monkey
In her last semester at a private school in Fort Myers, Florida, seventeen-year-old Dom finds her life transformed by
her first boyfriend, Wes, a track star at the public school her best friend attends.
The Empress Simon and Schuster
From bestselling and National Book Award–nominated author Tahereh Mafi comes a stunning novel about
love and loneliness, navigating the hyphen of dual identity, and reclaiming your right to joy—even when
you’re trapped in the amber of sorrow. It’s 2003, several months since the US officially declared war on
Iraq, and the American political world has evolved. Tensions are high, hate crimes are on the rise, FBI agents
are infiltrating local mosques, and the Muslim community is harassed and targeted more than ever. Shadi,
who wears hijab, keeps her head down. She's too busy drowning in her own troubles to find the time to deal
with bigots. Shadi is named for joy, but she’s haunted by sorrow. Her brother is dead, her father is dying,
her mother is falling apart, and her best friend has mysteriously dropped out of her life. And then, of course,
there’s the small matter of her heart— It’s broken. Shadi tries to navigate her crumbling world by
soldiering through, saying nothing. She devours her own pain, each day retreating farther and farther inside
herself until finally, one day, everything changes. She explodes. An Emotion of Great Delight is a searing look
into the world of a single Muslim family in the wake of 9/11. It’s about a child of immigrants forging a
blurry identity, falling in love, and finding hope—in the midst of a modern war.
Unravel Me Harper Collins
Clashing empires, forbidden romance, and a long-forgotten queen destined to save her people—Tahereh
Mafi’s first in an epic, romantic trilogy inspired by Persian mythology. New York Times bestseller! To all
the world, Alizeh is a disposable servant, not the long-lost heir to an ancient Jinn kingdom forced to hide in
plain sight. The crown prince, Kamran, has heard the prophecies foretelling the death of his king. But he
could never have imagined that the servant girl with the strange eyes, the girl he can’t put out of his mind,
would one day soon uproot his kingdom—and the world. Perfect for fans of Leigh Bardugo, Tomi Adeyemi,
and Sabaa Tahir, this is the explosive first book in a new fantasy trilogy from the New York Times bestselling
and National Book Award-nominated author Tahereh Mafi. “In a tale as exquisitely crafted as one of
Alizeh’s own garments, Mafi weaves a spell of destiny and danger, forbidden love and courtly intrigue,
magic and revolution.”—Cassandra Clare, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Last Hours “This
Woven Kingdom is an exquisite fantasy. Rich with clever prose, delicious twists, and breathtaking world
building. Prepare to be destroyed—this one will wrench at your heart and make it pound, and in the end it
will leave you entirely speechless.”—Stephanie Garber, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the
Caraval series
Destroy Me HarperCollins
Set after Tahereh Mafi's Shatter Me and before Unravel Me, Destroy Me is a novella told from the perspective
of Warner, the ruthless leader of Sector 45. Even though Juliette shot him in order to escape, Warner can't
stop thinking about her—and he'll do anything to get her back. But when the Supreme Commander of The
Reestablishment arrives, he has much different plans for Juliette. Plans Warner cannot allow. The Shatter Me
series is perfect for fans who crave action-packed young adult novels with tantalizing romance like Divergent
and The Hunger Games. This captivating story, which combines the best of dystopian and paranormal, was
praised as "a thrilling, high-stakes saga of self-discovery and forbidden love" by Ransom Riggs, bestselling
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author of Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children. Don’t miss Defy Me, the shocking fifth book in the
Shatter Me series!
The Collarbound Simon and Schuster
Ostracized or incarcerated her whole life, seventeen-year-old Juliette is freed on the condition that
she use her horrific abilities in support of The Reestablishment, a post-apocalyptic dictatorship, but
Adam, the only person ever to show her affection, offers hope of a better future.
Girl-king Random House Books for Young Readers
Perfect for fans of Tahereh Mafi's New York Times bestselling Shatter Me trilogy, this book collects the first
two companion novellas, Fracture Me and Destroy Me, for a thrilling insight into the minds of Juliette's two
great loves - Adam and Warner. Destroy Me The mind-blowing events between Shatter Me and Unravel Me
are told here from Warner's point of view. Even though Juliette shot him in order to escape, Warner can't
stop thinking about her - and he'll do anything to get her back. But when the Supreme Commander of The
Reestablishment arrives, he has very different plans for Juliette. Plans Warner cannot allow. Fracture Me
Watch through Adam's eyes as he bridges the gap between Unravel Me and Ignite Me. As the Omega Point
rebels prepare to fight the Sector 45 soldiers, Adam is more focused on the safety of Juliette, Kenji, and his
brother. The Reestablishment will do anything to crush the resistance . . . including killing everyone Adam
cares about. Perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas, Victoria Aveyard and Leigh Bardugo. Tahereh Mafi is the New
York Times bestselling author of the Shatter Me series which has been published in over 30 languages around
the world. She is also the author of the ravely reviewed A Very Large Expanse of Sea. he was born in a small
city somewhere in Connecticut and currently resides in Santa Monica, California, with her husband, Ransom
Riggs, fellow bestselling author of Miss Peregrine's Home For Peculiar Children, and their young daughter.
She can usually be found overcaffeinated and stuck in a book. You can find her online at @TaherehMafi.
Praise for the Shatter Me series: "Dangerous, sexy, romantic, and intense. I dare you to stop reading." - Kami
Garcia, #1 New York Times bestselling co-author of the Beautiful Creatures series "Addictive, intense, and
oozing with romance. I'm envious. I couldn't put it down." - Lauren Kate, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of the Fallen series "Tahereh Mafi's bold, inventive prose crackles with raw emotion. A thrilling, high-
stakes saga of self-discovery and forbidden love, the Shatter Me series is a must-read for fans of dystopian
young adult literature - or any literature!" -Ransom Riggs, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Miss
Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children Praise for A Very Large Expanse of Sea: 'This is a gorgeous book. It's
tender and fierce, beautiful even as it depicts some ugly truths. The prose is passionate and honest,
unsentimental and big-hearted. The very best books move you to reconsider the world around you and this
is one of those. I truly loved it.' - Nicola Yoon, bestselling author of Everything, Everything 'A raw yet
astoundingly elegant examination of identity, loneliness and family that is unflinching in its honesty and
power. Tahereh Mafi holds nothing back - and the reader is better for it.' - Sabaa Tahir, New York Times
bestselling author of Ember in the Ashes 'A Very Large Expanse of Sea reads like a beautiful heart - one that
shines and aches and yearns, and above all else, one that loves fiercely against all odds. Years from now, you
will remember exactly where you were and what you were doing when you experienced this. A transcendent
story about truth, love and finding joy.' - Marie Lu, New York Times bestselling author of the Legend series.'
Fracture Me HarperCollins
Pull three people out of prison--a disgraced paladin, a convicted forger, and a heartless assassin. Give
them weapons, carnivorous tattoos, and each other. Point them at the enemy.What could possibly go
wrong?In the sequel to CLOCKWORK BOYS, Slate, Brenner, Caliban and Learned Edmund have
arrived in Anuket City, the source of the mysterious Clockwork Boys. But the secrets they're keeping
could well destroy them, before the city even gets the chance...
A Novel Harper Collins
The poems in Brittany Cavallaro's Girl-King are whispered from behind a series of masks, those of victim and
aggressor, nineteenth-century madam and reluctant magician's girl, of truck-stop Persephone and frustrated
Tudor scholar. This “expanse of girls, expanding still,” chase each other through history, disappearing in
an Illinois cornfield only to reemerge on the dissection table of a Scottish artist-anatomist. But these poems
are not just interested in historical narrative: they peer, too, at the past's marginalia, at its “blank pages” as
well as its “scrawls and dashes.” Always, they return to “the dark, indelicate question” of power and
sexuality, of who can rule the “city where no one is from.” These girls search for the connection between
“alive and will stay that way,” between each dying star and the emptiness that can collapse everything.
Unravel Me: Shatter Me Series 2 HarperCollins
This fourth companion novella to Tahereh Mafi’s New York Times bestselling Shatter Me series is narrated
by fan favorite character Kenji Kishimoto! The explosive revelations in Defy Me have left readers reeling and
desperate for answers. This fourth and final novella in the series will bring readers back to the world of the
Shatter Me before the final novel installment hits shelves in winter 2020. And don’t miss Find Me, the
gorgeous paperback bind-up that brings together Shadow Me and Reveal Me in print for the first time!
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